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Lent Term
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Welcome to the Chapel

This Term there are three key events for the Chapel.
The first is the Commemoration of Benefactors on Sunday 7th February. We gave thanks for all who have supported Trinity Hall, not least the founder, Bishop Bateman, who responded to the worst plague ever to ravage this country (1348) to establish a college which would produce clergy and lawyers who would replace the very many dead. On 17th February we mark Ash Wednesday, which begins the season of Lent. At the end of Term, on Mothering Sunday, 14th March, we intend to put on line a service of readings for Lent and Easter.

As for the regular weekly services it is unlikely that we will be able to hold any events in Chapel in Lent Term.

When it becomes possible we will resume Sunday morning services of Holy Communion at 9.30am. Plenty of notice will be given.

On Sunday evenings we aim to record some services which will include conversations with individuals who have something to say about our predicament.

For daily personal prayer there are good resources on-line, in a range of styles. You can download apps which offer complete services for each day. The Church of England website offers ‘Daily Worship’ and the App store has ‘Time to pray’, which is useful for prayer at any time of day.

The Dean, the Revd Dr Stephen Plant, is on study and writing leave this Term. In his place is the Revd Roger Greeves, former Dean of Clare, who has been Acting Dean at Trinity Hall before. He is available at any time by appointment and you are welcome to contact him at any time to raise any matter of concern in the strictest confidence.
The Dean’s room is C3, his network phone is 332548, and his email is rdg20@cam.ac.uk.

Roger Greeves, Acting Dean

Chapel Notes

Director of Chapel and College Music: Andrew Arthur (aa373)

Senior Organ Scholar: Justin Stollery (jps96)

Junior Organ Scholar: Erin Cox (eoc23)

Sacristan: Lawrence Schofield (ls866)

The Christian Union is an independent student group that consists of Christians in college who meet regularly to study the Bible, pray together and enjoy fellowship with each other. Its members seek to explain the Christian faith to members of college.

A number of charities are supported each term by collections taken during chapel services. We support an international charity, a national charity, and a local charity each term. We are always willing to consider suggestions for suitable beneficiaries who are registered UK charities; please contact the chapel council secretary or the Dean of you wish to make a suggestion.

Baptism, Confirmation, Marriage:
If you are thinking about seeking one of these, please contact the Acting Dean.

The Director of Music welcomes enquiries at any point during the year from any member of College interested in joining the chapel choir.